
EYFS Profile exemplification 
for the level of learning and 
development expected  
at the end of the EYFS 

Mathematics 

ELG11 –  Numbers

Children count reliably with numbers from 1 to 20, place them in 
order and say which number is one more or one less than a given 
number. Using quantities and objects, they add and subtract two 
single-digit numbers and count on or back to find the answer. 
They solve problems, including doubling, halving and sharing.

Explanatory notes

Within play and other practical situations, the child counts and orders numbers from  
1 to 20 and finds one more or one fewer than a given number. Using every day and  
play objects, the child applies a range of strategies to add and subtract quantities 
involving two single-digit numbers, such as counting on to add and counting back  
to subtract. In a range of practical and play contexts the child explores and solves 
problems involving doubling, halving and sharing, utilising his or her own methods.
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‘B’ proudly showed a spider she 

had made.

“Oh no! It’s got 7 legs now. 

One must have fallen off. 

I’m going to glue another leg 

so that it’s got 8 again.”

During a game of skittles outdoors Joseph knocked three numbered skittles down. 
He was able to calculate his score in his head. He added two and three together, 
the scores of the two smallest numbers together and then added five to the other 
five. He knew that he had scored ten in total. He also knew that this score had put 
him in the lead.

During a hunt for the dinosaur eggs Harry knew which number clue that he needed 
to find next. “You start at number 1, then you need to look for number 2, then 
number 3, then number 4 until you find all ten clues.”
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Cheri-May played basketball with 

another child. They decided to take it 

in turns and have 4 turns each. 

Cheri-May counted as her friend had 

a go – “My turn now, you’ve had 4!” 

she said.

Cheri-May enjoyed playing with the 

dominoes today. She matched the 

spots from one domino to the next, 

recognising the number straight 

away without having to count the 

spots. Well done Cheri-May!

Observation: When playing 

in the shop Christopher was 

able to use his shopping list 

to add 2 amounts. He said 

“the beans are 5 pence and 

the bananas are 3 pence, 

altogether that is 8 pence.”

Hannah made a chart of the children outside. She listed 
how many girls and how many boys were outside. 
Hannah was able to say that “There are 5 girls and  
4 boys. That’s 9 altogether”.

Hannah made a chart. “This is circles for people who 
are out and lines for people who are in. It’s a bit like a 
register but it’s a chart”. Hannah went around looking 
for children who were in class and who were outside.

 altogether”. altogether”.

Hannah counted her 

chart. “There are 15 

children in and one 

child out. I have put a 

circle and a line because 

Brooke came in later”.

Chloe was playing in the 

maths area. “I need three more” 

she said as she added some 

cubes to the circle. She then 

realised she had more than 

her friend. “Oh no, I have too 

many”. She removed one. 

“Now we both have the same”.
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After looking at one more and 
one less when counting. Hakima 
drew this fantastic castle on the 
whiteboard with five turrets. She 
wrote the numbers 1-5, placing 
one number in each turret in order.
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